
 

 

 

 

 

The FINEST CEDAR GREENHOUSES  
  

 
A wonderful range of high quality cedar greenhouses from 

Summer Greenhouses. 
 

We deliver to any UK mainland address. Made in pre-glazed 
sections, these greenhouses are ideal for self assembly. 

 
If required, our low cost professional installation service is available 

throughout England and Wales and in many parts of Scotland. 
 

For further information and current prices please phone us or visit 
our website at: www.summergreenhouses.com 

 
You can phone us free 7 days a week on 0800 9777 828 



 

 

...AND WHY YOU SHOULD BUY  
              
The superiority of  

stand upon; for further details please ask for our Base Kerb 
ALTONGREENHOUSES has 

Dimension Sheet, or visit our website: 
been proven by 

www.summergreenhouses.com  
independent tests. Growing conditions and fuel usage were  

compared with a similarly proportioned aluminium  
UNIQUE PACKAGE OFFERS (UPO)  

greenhouse over 12 months.  
Your greenhouse can be almost as individual as you are. Alton  

have a comprehensive range of accessories, take a look at the 
The results showed that the Alton produced a far better 

options available, then design your  
growing environment which produced heavier cropping. It 

greenhouse to suit your particular needs. For example: size, it 
was also shown that watering requirements were less 

is a known fact that whatever size of greenhouse you buy it 
frequent in an Alton, and that plants grew healthier 

won’t be big enough! So always buy the biggest your budget 
compared with the reported leaf curl and mould found in the 

and garden will allow. Don’t forget that there are extensions 
aluminium greenhouse. 

available to the Amateur and Traditional ranges, which can be 

added later. What about staging that is easily removed to 
Over a year the aluminium cost 18% 

grow tomatoes? How about choosing a partition within the 
more to heat because cedar warms up 

greenhouse to create different climates? Why not choose 
quicker in the day time and cools slower 

automatic roof and side louvre openers for air movement 
at night. Appreciable results for the discerning gardener and 

even when you are not there? Work out your requirements 
proof indeed of the superiority of ALTONGREENHOUSES. 

then phone Summer Greenhouses on 0800 9777 828 
No wonder Alton is The Gardener’s Choice! 

and we will be pleased to

 

EASY TO ASSEMBLE 

As most sections are pre-glazed, ALTONGREENHOUSES are  

easy to erect and are supplied with full instructions. If you do  

not wish to do it yourself Summer Greenhouses provides an 

expert fitting service. It is advisable to prepare a perimeter  

footing of concrete or paving slabs for the greenhouse to 

assist you 

A brand new Alton packed with those little design features 

that make all the difference to you...  

 

 

ALTON SELECTS ONLY THE BEST WESTERN 
RED CEDAR TO MANUFACTURE   THE FINEST GREENHOUSES 



 

 

AN GREENHOUSE 
 

THE BEST MATERIAL STRONG FOUNDATIONS 
 
Alton selects only the best Western Red Cedar - the Alton  

specification is more demanding even than that acceptable for  

manufacturing the highest quality conservatories.  

Western Red Cedar is an intrinsically expensive material, and  

because Alton only accepts the best grade available much of  

the cedar imported is simply not good enough for Alton. It is  

sold to other building manufacturers.  

ALTONGREENHOUSES are all factory treated by total immersion  

in a preservative treatment prior to delivery.  
 

If you wish to preserve the colour, retreat it every year. If you do 

not do so, the cedar will gradually fade to its natural silvery 

appearance. This will not affect the 10 year framework guarantee. 

 

Cedar is the ideal material for building ALTONGREENHOUSES, as 

already mentioned, but here are a few other advantages:- 

The warm, natural golden honey colour looks superb in any  

garden setting. The cedar construction produces a stronger and  

more thermally efficient building than aluminium alternatives. 
 

Unlike ordinary greenhouses, which constantly 

need repairing and protecting from the influences 

of the British climate, Alton Cedar has an inherent 
Our timber is resistance to rot. 
supplied from 
FSC/PEFC/CSA 
certified sources 

CONCRETE BASE KERBS AS STANDARD 

All greenhouses should be constructed with a perimeter plinth  

between the bottom of the frame and ground. This will prevent  

the wood coming in contact with the damp soil and give the  

greenhouse frame a flat and level surface to be attached to. 

Alton provide, as standard, purpose designed base kerbs in pre- 

cast concrete sections. They are robust, attractive and  

impervious to frost and water. Each has built-in anchorage  

points ready for bolting the greenhouse firmly down into place. 

Alton’s concrete base kerbs are more economical and far more  

convenient than building a brick plinth. The site for the  

greenhouse should be perfectly flat and level and it is essential  

that the ground is well compacted to support the weight of the  

building. If the ground is soft or loose it is important to lay a  

perimeter concrete foundation onto which the base kerbs can  

be positioned. 

Another benefit of Alton’s concrete base kerbs is their weight 

which helps anchor your greenhouse to the ground - ideal in 

stormy and inclement weather conditions. 

The concrete base kerbs are also provided as standard when 

having a partition or extension to your greenhouse. Where 

necessary gaps in the base kerbs are left to ensure a level and 

step-free doorway. 

TOUGHENED SAFETY 
GLASS AS STANDARD 
ON ALL BUILDINGS  
 
Summer Greenhouses 0800 9777828 

 



 

 

 

The finest cedar greenhouses  
 

GOOD VENTILATION IS A MUST FOR HEALTHY PLANTS AND MORE PRODUCE  

The unique ventilation  
system provided on 

an Alton greenhouse 
has been proven to 
produce healthier 
plants and higher 
yields... 
 
 
 
Roof vents, available with a manual 

opener as standard on all Amateur, 

Traditional and Popular models. 

Automatic openers come as an optional 

extra. The Octagonal range has 

automatic roof vent openers as 

standard, see relevant page for details. 
 

 

 

AltonLouvre Vents are available as an 

optional extra, with or without an 

automatic opener, for all models. 
 
 
 
 

EXCLUSIVE to ALTON 

AltonVentaccess available as a manual  

opening as standard on all Amateur 

and Traditional models. 

This example shows an Alton Amateur 10x15 greenhouse with the standard manual Alton 

Ventaccess in alternative bays on both sides, plus louvre vents again on both sides and 

with the optional extra of automatic openers. The roof vents, also in alternative bays and 

with optional automatic openers, complete the ventilation system. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Choose an Alton for maximum fresh air to all parts of your 

greenhouse, helping to fight off decay and essential for 

producing strong and healthy plants. 

We all know plants require regular watering but clean natural 

fresh air at all levels is of equal importance to produce those 

healthy plants. Opening a door is not enough, the air should be 

circulating around the greenhouse, removing the hot air and 

replacing it with fresh milder air, especially at ground level where 

plants are vulnerable to the ‘grey mould’ disease. 

Alton Amateur and Traditional Greenhouses have an already 

impressive reputation in the cedar greenhouse market and the  

options on their ventilation systems only reinforce this. Ground  

level ‘ventaccess’ on alternative bays come as standard, mid 

level louvre vents and again alternative roof bay vents (both  

available with automatic openers as an optional extra), gives the  

most impressive air circulation as the illustration above shows. 

The range of Octagonal greenhouses again have been designed 

to provide plenty of light and ventilation.  

 

For expert advice before you buy phone Summer Green houses free 7 days a week on 0800 9777 828 



 

 

 

...AND WHY VENTILATION IS SO IMPORTANT  
                                                       
Doors, always an excellent way of getting extra air movement. But it  

is not always practical to keep the door open, so it should not be  

relied on as a way to ventilate your greenhouse. Double doors are  

available on the larger Amateur model which gives further ventilation  
The models which have a possibilities - plus it provides an enormous step free opening - ideal 

lantern roof come with an for wheelchair access. 

automatic opener(s) as 

standard. All models come with a large variety of ventilation 

options, manual opening high level vents, side windows, mid 

and or low level louvre vents. 

The Alpinehouse - ideal for growing alpines - has the ultimate 

ventilation system which gives the maximum light and air 

circulation available.  

 

For full details phone us 

free on 0800 9777 828 

or visit the website at 

www.SummerGreenhouses.com 

Those little design features that make all the difference to you...  

 

SAVE £££s WITH GREAT PACKAGE OFFERS 
                                                    PHONE SUMMER GREENHOUSES FREE ON 0800 9777 828  - TODAY! 



 

 

 

...A FEW FACTS, FIGURES AND SITING! 
 

WHAT SIZE? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Always buy the biggest greenhouse that space 

and finances will allow. You can never have enough space. If  

garden space is limited you might consider a ‘Lean-to’ - a  

quality ‘half a greenhouse’ which when sited against a sunny  

wall can give bumper crops of tomatoes, or grapes perhaps.  

Also bear in mind that it’s better to go for maximum width  

rather than length because ALTON Amateur and Traditional  

Greenhouses can be increased in length at a later date using  

extension modules. Storage and growing space can be  

optimized by selecting staging and high level shelving. 

If you are looking at the Octagonal range you will find four 

different sizes, from the well proportioned 6x6 to the largest 

model at 8x11. 

NEW and BETTER GLAZING 
TOUGHENED SAFETY 
GLASS AS STANDARD 
ON ALL BUILDINGS 
 
ALTONGREENHOUSES have full-length 

toughened safety glass glazing panels as standard, giving 

maximum light transmission and peace of mind. They are held in 

place by Cedar glazing beads - so there’s no putty to go brittle 

and fall out. 

An Alton is easy to clean and maintain, and if the unexpected 

did happen and the glass got broken - it is extremely easy to 

replace the glass. 
 

A design feature that makes life that little bit easier for you... 

POSITIONING YOUR GREENHOUSE 

The most 

convenient position 

is normally as near to 

your house as possible without falling within its shadow. Avoid 

siting near trees, in the shadow of buildings, walls, etc., or in 

extremely exposed positions. Ideally, you should site a free- 

standing greenhouse with its ridge running from east to west as 

this gives better light penetration in the winter when the sun is 

low in the sky. Do consider other things like water  

supply, or if an electricity supply is required. 

A lean-to greenhouse should ideally 

be sited against a south facing wall. 

All details of sizes and assembly instructions are available, and 

can be downloaded from our website: 

www.SummerGreenhouses.com  

HELP AND ADVICE  
We will be pleased to assist and advise on any details you are unsure of and explain all the benefits  
 of being an Alton Greenhouse owner! You can phone Summer Greenhouses free 7 days a week on 0800 9777 828  

or visit the website at www.SummerGreenhouses.com 

 

 
LONG LASTING GOOD LOOKS BACKED BY OUR 

FREE 10 YEAR FRAME GUARANTEE  



 
Toughened Safety Glass  
as standard  

POPULAR  GREENHOUSES  
For the smaller garden  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INCLUDED AS STANDARD  

Toughened Safety Glass  

Timber base kerbs  

One roof vent  

Kerbless threshold  

Full length glazing sections  

Factory applied preservative  

treatment  
 
 
 

ALTONPOPULAR GREENHOUSE  Model shown is 6’4”x 8’0”/1.93m x 2.43m with concrete base kerbs which are no longer supplied. 

The ALTONPOPULAR GREENHOUSE is a traditionally designed 

greenhouse, made from the same high quality Western Red 

Cedar as the other models in the range. Available in one width 

and two lengths, the Popular is a genuine bargain. 

 

Although the most keenly priced of Alton’s range of  

greenhouses, it shares many of their standard features. A roof 

vent, full length glass panels and preservative treatment are all 

included. The style of workmanship is equal to that of Alton’s 

larger greenhouses and the ALTONPOPULAR also carries the 

FREE TEN YEAR GUARANTEE on the cedar frame. 

TEN YEAR  EASY TO 
 ASSEMBLE 

ON ALL ALTON  PRE-GLAZED SECTIONS 
CEDAR FRAME                                      & FULL INSTRUCTIONS 

 

 

GREENHOUSE STANDARD LENGTH 

Installing the ALTONPOPULAR is as easy as it is for all Alton 

freestanding greenhouses, with no single piece of loose glass 

to handle. The large sections simply bolt together through 

pre-drilled holes, making assembly quick and easy. The price 

includes timber base kerbs not concrete as shown above. 

The standard ALTONPOPULAR greenhouse comes with no  

guttering, side louvre vent or automatic roof vent openers,  

which can all be added if desired. 

 

It is not possible to either ‘instant clad’ or to extend the  

ALTONPOPULAR at a later date. This model has become very  

‘popular’ with gardeners who have a smaller plot but still  

require the best possible cedar greenhouse for their money. 
 
 

RIDGE DOOR OPENING 
Height Width Height  

 
6’4” wide 5’6” 8’0” 6’10” 2’0” 5’81/2” 
1.93m wide 1.67m 2.43m 2.08m 0.61m 1.74m 
 

Eaves height is 5’41/2”/1.64m. 
All dimensions are external. Heights include 5”/13cm concrete base kerbs. 

 

LONG LASTING GOOD LOOKS BACKED BY A FREE 10 YEAR FRAME GUARANTEE
Summer Greenhouses 0800 9777 828



 
Toughened Safety Glass as standard  

 

AMATEUR  GREENHOUSES  
Greenhouse gardening throughout the year  

 
 
 
INCLUDED AS STANDARD  

Toughened Safety Glass  

Concrete base kerbs  

Roof vents*    AltonVentaccess*  
Number of vents will increase dependent on length  

Kerbless threshold  

Full length glazing sections  

Factory applied preservative treatment 

Guttering and downpipes  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ALTONAMATEUR GREENHOUSE Model shown is 10’0” x 13’0” / 3.04m x 3.96m  
 

ALTONAMATEUR GREENHOUSES and LEAN-TOs have been  

designed for cropping right the way through the winter months. 
 
 

ALTONAMATEUR GREENHOUSE 
Model shown is 10’0” x 13’0” / 3.04m x 3.96m 

TEN YEAR  EASY TO 
 ASSEMBLE 

ON ALL ALTON  PRE-GLAZED SECTIONS 
CEDAR FRAMES                          & FULL INSTRUCTIONS 

 

GREENHOUSE  STANDARD LENGTH 
 

6’5” wide 5’6”  8’0”  10’6”  13’0”  15’7” 
1.95m wide 1.67m 2.43m 3.20m 3.96m 4.75m 

 

8’0” wide 5’6”  8’0”  10’6”  13’0”  15’7” 
2.43m wide 1.67m 2.43m 3.20m 3.96m 4.75m 

 

10’0” wide 5’6”  8’0”  10’6”  13’0”  15’7” 
3.04m wide 1.67m 2.43 3.20m 3.96m 4.75m 

 

The full length glass panels and sloping sides make the greatest 

possible use of the low-angled winter sun. It’s economical to 

heat, too, because the Western Red Cedar is a most efficient 

thermal insulator. 
 
 

RIDGE DOOR OPENING 
Height Width Height 

 
18’0”  20’7”  6’8”  2’0”  5’81/2” 
5.48m 6.27m 2.04m 0.61m 1.74m 

 

18’0”  20’7”  7’0”  2’6”  5’11” 
5.48m 6.27m 2.13m 0.76m 1.80m 

 

18’0”  20’7”  7’5”  2’6”  5’11” 
5.48m 6.27m 2.26m 0.76m 1.80m  

Eaves height is 5’5”/1.65m for all models. Longer models are available on request, plus extension modules to add at a later date. 
All dimensions are external. Heights include 5”/13cm concrete base kerbs. 

        

 

For expert advice before you buy phone Summer Green houses free 7 days a week on 0800 9777 828  



 
Toughened Safety Glass as standard  

 

AMATEUR LEAN-TO  GREENHOUSES  
Greenhouse gardening throughout the year  
 
 
 
INCLUDED AS STANDARD  

Toughened Safety Glass  

Concrete base kerbs  

Roof vents*    AltonVentaccess*  
Number of vents will increase dependent on length  

Kerbless threshold  

Factory applied preservative treatment  

Guttering and downpipes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TEN YEAR  EASY TO 
 ASSEMBLE 

ON ALL ALTON   WITH FULL 
CEDAR FRAMES                       INSTRUCTIONS 

 

 

ALTONAMATEUR LEAN-TO 
Model shown is 7’0” x 13’ / 2.13 x 3.96 with door in left hand side 
 
 
 

Easy to install ALTONAMATEUR GREENHOUSES are available in 

both free-standing and Lean-To versions in the size options 

shown in the tables. All models are pre-treated and have a  

wide, sliding door and kerbless doorway for easy wheelbarrow  

access. An extensive choice of carefully selected accessories and  

optional extras are available 

 
 

Not that the Amateur is a ‘Wintertime only’ greenhouse. In fact 
 
 

LEAN-TO STANDARD LENGTH 

ALTONAMATEUR LEAN-TO 
Model shown is 7’0” x 10’6”/ 2.13 x 3.20m with door in left hand side 

it encompasses design features that put most other greenhouses 

in the shade when it comes to summertime use. 

The ideal position for a Lean-To greenhouse is on a south facing 

wall, maximizing the natural light and warmth of the sun. 
 
 

RIDGE DOOR OPENING 
Height Width Height  

 
7’0” wide 5’6” 8’0” 10’6” 13’0” 15’7” 18’0” 20’7” 8’43/8” 2’6” 5”11’ 
2.13m wide 1.67m 2.43m 3.20m 3.96m 4.75m 5.48m 6.27m 2.55m 0.76m 1.80m 
 
Eaves height is 5’5”/1.65m for all models.  
Maximum internal clearance at ridge is 7’11”/2.41m from ground level (assuming concrete base kerbs are used).  
Flashing between the wall and the Lean-to Greenhouse is not supplied.  All dimensions are external. Heights include 5”/13cm concrete base kerbs. 

Please note overlapping glass panes in roof  

 

IN RECENT TESTS ALTON GREENHOUSES PRODUCED A 10% HIGHER YIELD 
Summer Greenhouses 0800 9777 828 



 
Toughened Safety Glass as standard  

 

TRADITIONAL  GREENHOUSES  
BIG on growing space - economical to heat  

 
INCLUDED AS STANDARD  

Toughened Safety Glass  

Concrete base kerbs  

Roof vents*    AltonVentaccess*  
Number of vents will increase dependent on length  

Kerbless threshold  

Full length glazing sections  

Factory applied preservative treatment 

Guttering and downpipes  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ALTONTRADITIONAL GREENHOUSE  
Model shown is 6’5”x 8’0”/1.95m x 2.43m  
 

The Traditional-styled greenhouse is now available in three  

models. The free-standing greenhouse, as shown on this page or  

the newly introduced Dwarf Wall model along with  

the space saving Lean-to model. 
 

All the Traditional greenhouses and Lean-To’s have parallel sides 

that don’t restrict the growing space at high level and are ideally 

suited to the addition of high-level shelving. 

TEN YEAR  EASY TO 
 ASSEMBLE 

ON ALL ALTON  PRE-GLAZED SECTIONS 
CEDAR FRAMES                          & FULL INSTRUCTIONS 

 

 

GREENHOUSE  STANDARD LENGTH 

ALTONTRADITIONAL GREENHOUSE 
Model shown is 6’5” x 10’6”/1.95m x 3.20m with automatic roof 
vent opener 

The Traditional is the greenhouse for those people who need the 

maximum growing space in the smallest amount of ground and 

prefer the looks and superior insulating properties of Cedar. 
 
 
 

RIDGE DOOR OPENING 
Height Width Height  

 
6’5” wide 5’6” 8’0” 10’6” 13’0” 15’7” 18’0” 20’7” 6’101/2” 1’113/4” 5’81/2” 
1.95m wide 1.67m 2.43m 3.20m 3.92m 4.75m 5.48m 6.27m 2.10m 0.60m 1.74m 

 

Eaves height is 5’41/2” / 1.64m for all models. Longer models are available on request, plus extension modules to add at a later date. 
All dimensions are external. Heights include 5”/13cm concrete base kerbs. 

 

     

For expert advice before you buy phone Summer Green houses free 7 days a week on 0800 9777 828  



 

NEW 
DWARF  
 WALL 

AVAILABLE TO 
ORDER NOW 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A recommended air brick 
for extra ventilation 

Toughened Safety Glass as standard 

 

TRADITIONAL  DWARF WALL GREENHOUSES 
New sizes, new models, classic design 

INCLUDED AS STANDARD 

Toughened Safety Glass 

Roof vents  ·  Louvre Vents 
Number of vents will increase dependent on length 

Kerbless threshold 

Full length glazing sections 

Factory applied preservative 

treatment 

Guttering and downpipes 

Installation onto brick wall* 

EXTRA HEIGHT 

Over 6' eaves height and 
6'6" door height 
provides a comfortable 
environment plus ample 
space for all your taller 
plants.  

 

ALTONTRADITIONAL DWARF WALL GREENHOUSE  
Models shown are 7’7”x 10’6”/2.32m x 3.20m. showing Louvre Vents in alternate bays, and have 
been built with LBC Tudor bricks and a top course of engineering blue bricks. 
 

The new Traditional-styled dwarf wall greenhouse is the latest 

addition to the quality Alton range of greenhouses. A classically  

designed greenhouse which can complement the style of your  

house and garden. Plus the added benefit of the height! It’s 

massive - a door opening height of over 6’6” / 2m and a ridge 

height that could be of over 8’ / 2.4m. 

Available in two widths and a length to suit your garden (see  

chart below) Alton have designed this greenhouse for building 
 
 

GREENHOUSE STANDARD LENGTH 

on a 675mm high 

dwarf wall. Alton 

will also provide 

the necessary site plans/drawing for your chosen builder to 

construct the footing and build a single brick wall. 

The bricks used should be of good quality and not sand faced. In 

many areas Summer Greenhouses may be able to quote you for 

doing this, or recommend a builder. 
 
 

RIDGE DOOR OPENING 
Height Width Height  

 
7’71/2” wide 5’4” 7’105/8” 10’41/2” 12’111/8” 15’5” 17’115/8” 20’51/2” 7’71/2” 2’53/4” 6’63/4” 
2.32m wide 1.625m 2.403m 3.162m 3.940m 4.699m 5.477 6.236m 2.32m 0.75m 2.0m 
 

10’0” wide 5’4” 7’105/8” 10’41/2” 12’111/8” 15’5” 17’115/8” 20’51/2” 8’2” 2’53/4” 6’63/4” 
3.04m wide 1.625m 2.403m 3.162m 3.940m 4.699m 5.477 6.236m 2.5m 0.75m 2.0m 

Eaves height is 6’01/2” / 1.84m for all models. Longer models are available on request.  
All dimensions are external. Please request a dwarf wall site plan/drawing before commencing  

* Installation onto customer’s prepared brick wall included in most areas - see price list for full details.  

 

 

SAVE £££s ON HEATING  - TESTS HAVE SHOWN THAT ALUMINIUM  
GREENHOUSES COST 18% MORE TO HEAT THAN ALTON GREENHOUSES  



 
Toughened Safety Glass as standard  

 

TRADITIONAL LEAN-TO  GREENHOUSES  
BIG on growing space - economical to heat  

 
 
INCLUDED AS STANDARD  

Toughened Safety Glass  

Concrete base kerbs  

Roof vents*  

AltonVentaccess*  
Number of vents will increase  
dependent on length  

Kerbless threshold  

Full length glazing sections  

Factory applied preservative  

treatment  

Guttering and downpipes  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ALTONTRADITIONAL LEAN-TO Models shown above are 5’0” x 10’6” / 1.52m x 3.20m buildings - with a door in the right hand side 
 
 

A Traditional Lean-to is an ideal greenhouse to place on a spare 

wall! Perhaps space may be at a premium or you wish to have 

extra sheltered growing space near the house, what ever the 

reason a Lean-to greenhouse is the solution. 

 

There is plenty of room for your seed trays and to propagate the 

tender plants - with staging and high level shelving. The wall 

which acts as a radiator (warms up during the day and slowly 

releases its warmth during the night) can be used to grow delicate 

fruits such as grapes, peaches etc. 
 
 
 
 
LEAN-TO STANDARD LENGTH 

Ideally placed on a south facing wall a Lean-To will then 

maximise the available natural light and warmth. 

 

With the extra ventilation (available as optional extras), a 

Traditional Lean-To becomes a very efficient and cost effect 

greenhouse. 

 

TEN YEAR  EASY TO 
 ASSEMBLE 

ON ALL ALTON  PRE-GLAZED SECTIONS 
CEDAR FRAMES                          & FULL INSTRUCTIONS 

 

 

 

RIDGE DOOR OPENING 
Height Width Height  

 
5’0” wide 5’6” 8’0” 10’6” 13’0” 7’9” 2’4” 5”11’ 
1.52m wide 1.67m 2.43m 3.20m 3.96m 2.36m 0.71m 1.80m 
 

Eaves height is 5’41/2”/1.64m for all models. Longer models are available on request, plus extension modules to add at a later date.  
Maximum internal clearance at ridge is 7’4”/2.25m from ground level (assuming concrete base kerbs are used).  
Flashing between the wall and the Lean-to Greenhouse is not supplied.  All dimensions are external. Heights include 5”/13cm concrete base kerbs.  

 

 

FOR EXPERT ADVICE BEFORE YOU BUY – PHONE SUMMER GREENHOUSES FREE ON 0800 9777 828  
 



 
Toughened Safety Glass as standard  

 

GREENHOUSE ACCESSORIES  
Get even more out of your greenhouse...  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DOUBLE DOOR  
Amateur 10’ / 3.04m model only  

An option available only on the 10’/3.04m wide Amateur,  

which provides an enormous step-free opening 4’4”/1.32m  

wide - ideal for wheelchair access.  

 

ADDITIONAL DOOR 
Amateur and Traditional models 

An additional sliding door - to provide a door at both ends of 

the greenhouse - is available for the Amateur and Traditional 

models, if ordered together with your greenhouse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STAGING & HIGH LEVEL SHELVING 

Alton pre-treated timber staging is available in a variety of widths  

and lengths to fit all greenhouses in the range. High level  

shelving is ideal for individual pots and small trays. It provides  

useful extra growing space above the staging. The shelf sections  

are 12” (30cm) wide and supplied complete with all fixings. 

INTERNAL PARTITION 
Amateur models only 

Available for the Amateur 8’0”/2.43m and 10’0”/3.04m wide 

models only. Internal partitioning allows you to keep different 

parts of the greenhouse at different temperatures for hot/cool 

house versatility. 

CLIP-ON PANELS 
Amateur and Traditional models 

Amateur and Traditional greenhouses can be used with clip-on 

fit cedar cladding panels - available as an optional extra - 

which simply clip over the outside of the glass. These give you 

year-round versatility - clad to staging height all round for 

maximum heat retention in winter or for growing ferns in 

summer; glass-to-ground all round for growing tall subjects 

such as tomatoes or gladioli; or partially clad for the best of both 

worlds. Not available for the Popular model.  

 

 

 

SIMPLY THE FINEST CEDAR GREENHOUSES MAKES ALTON THE GARDENER’S CHOICE
Summer Greenhouses 0800 9777 828 



 

 

 

GREENHOUSE ACCESSORIES  
Get even more out of your greenhouse... 

 
EXTERNAL SHADING 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Specialist U/V stabilised greenhouse shading material in green for fitting 

on the outside of the greenhouse. Only external shading keeps both 

the heat out and stops the burning of delicate plants and seedlings. 

Available with a standard drop of 8’/2.43m and in a length to suit your 

Amateur, Traditional and Popular 

greenhouse, each kit is supplied complete with fittings so it can 

easily and quickly be put on or taken off as required. Provides 70% 

shading and is flexible enough so that roof vents can 

operate quite easily beneath it. Octagonal greenhouses have a  

‘one piece’  which drops over the roof similar to a large table  

cloth. 

EXTENSION MODULES 
All Amateur and Traditional Greenhouses can be extended in  

length in either direction using the pre-treated extension  

modules. You simply remove the greenhouse end panel, bolt  

the extension modules in place and then replace the end panel. 

 

GUTTERING ADAPTOR KIT 
Suitable for all freestanding Amateur and Traditional models. 

Sufficient components to connect together both sides of the 

existing guttering and take the water to a single point. Such as 

into a water butt. 

TOUGHENED SAFETY GLASS 
All ALTONGREENHOUSES now come 

with toughened glass as standard. This 

toughened glass complies with the safety 

standard BS 6206 Class A. 
 

You can now rest assured of your safety 

as well as those in your family. 

VENTILATION 

LOUVRE VENTS 
Available with Manual or automatic opener 

Extra side ventilation can be provided by fitting louvre vents at 

staging height. Use them in conjunction with roof ventilation 

and Ventaccess panels to promote healthy air circulation at all 

levels of the greenhouse. 

Increased roof ventilation can be 

provided to most models, if 

required, by ordering additional 

roof vents. It is recommended 

that this is done while ordering 

your greenhouse, as fitting an 

additional vent once built can be 

problematic. 

AUTOMATIC OPENERS 
Automatic openers are also available, so extra ventilation can  

take place in your absence. Just set and forget. These units  

automatically open and close vents in response to climatic 

conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROOF VENTS ROOF VENTS 
With an automatic opener With a manual opener 

For expert advice before you buy phone Summer Green houses free 7 days a week on 0800 9777 828  



 
 
 

 

OCTAGONAL  GREENHOUSES  
Where style is as important as functionality 

Alton Octagonals 
A contemporary alternative to  
traditionally styled greenhouses 

The ALTONOCTAGONAL range of greenhouses have been 

specially designed to provide a very attractive alternative to 

the traditional shaped greenhouse. Its distinctive style will 

grace any garden setting and its elegant shapes make the 

Octagonal range ideal for any size of garden. 

E 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEW 
A new addition to the Alton range, the ‘Alpinehouse’ especially 

designed for the growing of plants requiring extra light and 

ventilation. Ideal for growing alpines. 

The ALTONOCTAGONAL is available in four sizes plus the 

Alpinehouse, and is designed for constructing on our  

13/4”/ 4.5cm high concrete base kerbs. These provide a level 

foundation, a solid fixing for the building. Ideally they should 

be laid on flat and level paving slabs. 

 

A variety of interior staging and shelving formats can be 

achieved using our specially designed system. Simply choose 

the arrangement that best suits your needs. 

Additional ventilation, or complete glass to ground options 

can make this greenhouse as individual as you are! 

NEW GLASS TO GROUND 
New glass to ground panels are available to 
replace cedar panels on all Octagonal 
greenhouses - toughened glass of course... 

TOUGHENED 
SAFETY 
GLASS AS STANDARD 

I am very pleased with it (Octagonal  
 6x6) and as we only have a small  
 garden it fits very nicely into the  
 corner of the lawn... in the spring I 

had 24 seed trays in it... 

MRS B.  ·  ESSEX  

 For expert advice before you buy phone Summer Green houses free 7 days a week on 0800 9777 828  



 
Toughened Safety Glass as standard  

 

OCTAGONAL  GREENHOUSES  
Where style is as important as functionality 

 
 

NEW 
GLASS TO 
GROUND 

OPTION AVAILABLE 
See page 19 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ALTONOCTAGONAL GREENHOUSES Models shown are 6’05/8” x 6’05/8” / 1.84m x 1.84m 
 
 

This delightfully proportioned 6x6 Octagonal Greenhouse will sit comfortably in most 

gardens but particularly designed for the smaller garden. With the staging and high 

level shelving available on all side the growing space is surprisingly large. Optional 

extras are available which allows you to customize the greenhouse to your 

requirements.  
 
 

OCTAGONAL DEPTH WIDTH RIDGE EAVES 
Height Height 

INCLUDED AS STANDARD 

Toughened safety glass 

Concrete base kerbs 

One manual side window 

EASY TO 
ASSEMBLE 

PRE-GLAZED SECTIONS 
& FULL INSTRUCTIONS 

 
 
 

                                 

TEN YEAR 

ON ALL ALTON 
CEDAR FRAMES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DOOR OPENING 
Width Height  

 
6 x 6 model 6’05/8” 6’05/8” 7’10” 6’2” 2’21/2” 5’117/8” 

1.83m wide 1.83m 2.39m 1.88m 0.67m 1.83m 
 

Eaves height is 6’2”/1.88m for all models.       All dimensions are external. Heights include 13/4”/4.5cm concrete base kerbs. 

 

OVER 80 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE GOES INTO THE PRODUCTION OF ALTON GREENHOUSES 
Summer Greenhouses 0800 9777 828 



 
Toughened Safety Glass as standard  

 

OCTAGONAL  GREENHOUSES  
Where style is as important as functionality  

 
 

NEW  
GLASS TO  
GROUND  

OPTION AVAILABLE  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INCLUDED AS STANDARD  

Toughened safety glass  

Concrete base kerbs  

One automatic roof vent  

Two manual side windows  
 
 
 
 
 
 

ALTONOCTAGONAL GREENHOUSES  
Models shown are 6’05/8” x 8’61/2”/1.84m x 2.60m  

The 6x8 model is designed to give you a few more options on  

growing space. Again staging and high level shelving gives  

ample growing space and with the glass to ground option gives  

you an opportunity to grow light loving plants. Tomatoes are  

ideal, simply take out the staging when you need to and replace  

after the growing season.  

NEW DOUBLE DOORS 
Additional opening windows and louvre vents are also available 
as optional extras if there is a need for more ventilation. 
 

Those little design features that make all the difference to you... 
 
 
 
 
 
OCTAGONAL DEPTH WIDTH 

AS AN OPTIONAL EXTRA ON THIS OCTAGONAL GREENHOUSE 
 

 

TEN YEAR  EASY TO 
 ASSEMBLE 

ON ALL ALTON  PRE-GLAZED SECTIONS 
CEDAR FRAMES                           & FULL INSTRUCTIONS 

 

 

RIDGE EAVES DOOR OPENING 
Height Height Width Height  

 
6 x 8 model 6’05/8” 8’61/2” 7’10” 6’2” 2’21/2” 5’117/8” 

1.83m wide 2.60m 2.39m 1.88m 0.67m 1.83m 
 

All dimensions are external. Heights include 13/4“/4.5cm concrete base kerbs. 

FOR EXPERT ADVICE BEFORE YOU BUY – YOU CAN PHONE SUMMER GREENHOUSES FREE 7 DAYS A WEEK 
 
                       Summer Greenhouses 0800 9777 828



 
Toughened Safety Glass as standard  

 

OCTAGONAL  GREENHOUSES  
Where style is as important as functionality  

 
 
 
INCLUDED AS STANDARD  

Toughened safety glass  

Concrete base kerbs  

Two manual side windows  

Two 3-spring automatic roof vents 

Exclusive lantern  

 

NEW  
GLASS TO  
GROUND  

OPTION AVAILABLE  
See page 19  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ALTONOCTAGONAL 8x8 GREENHOUSE  
Model shown is 8’61/2” x 8’61/2”/2.60m x 2.60m featuring the special design feature ‘Lantern’ 
with automatic roof vents.  
 

Automatic openers for the side windows are also available to 

help you create the best possible growing environment for your 

plants. 

 

The ALTONOCTAGONAL range has two new optional extras:- 

For low level and easily adjustable ventilation one or more cedar 

cladding sections can be fitted with a glass louvre vent. The low 

level louvre will be partially clad. (Two are standard on the new 

8x11). 

Any of the lower panels, except the door, can be supplied with  

toughened glass rather than cedar cladding. This allows you to 
 

OCTAGONAL DEPTH WIDTH 

grow plants in maximum light conditions at ground level. 

The successful 8x8 ALTONOCTAGONAL has many of the design 

features of the larger 8x11 but its proportions will enhance a 

wider range of garden sizes. 

NEW DOUBLE DOORS 
AS AN OPTIONAL EXTRA ON THIS OCTAGONAL GREENHOUSE 
 

TEN YEAR  EASY TO 
 ASSEMBLE 

ON ALL ALTON  PRE-GLAZED SECTIONS 
CEDAR FRAMES                          & FULL INSTRUCTIONS 
 

 

RIDGE EAVES DOOR OPENING 
Height Height Width Height  

 
8 x 8 model 8’61/2” 8’61/2” 9’41/2” 6’2” 2’21/2” 5’117/8” 

2.60m 2.60m 2.86m 1.88m 0.67m 1.83m 
 

All dimensions are external. Heights include 13/4“/4.5cm concrete base kerbs. 

 

YOUR ALTON GREENHOUSE CAN BE ALMOST AS INDIVIDUAL AS YOU ARE. 

Summer Greenhouses 0800 9777 828



 
Toughened Safety Glass as standard  

 

OCTAGONAL  GREENHOUSES  
Where style is as important as functionality  

 
 
 
 
INCLUDED AS STANDARD  

Toughened safety glass  

Concrete base kerbs  

Two manual side windows  

Two automatic roof vents  

Exclusive lantern  

 

NEW  
GLASS TO  
GROUND  

OPTION AVAILABLE  
See page 19  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ALTONOCTAGONAL 8x11 GREENHOUSE  
Model shown is 8’61/2” x 11’01/2”/2.60m x 3.36m featuring the exclusive  
design feature ‘Lantern’ with automatic roof vents.  

The 8x11 ALTONOCTAGONAL is the latest impressive addition  

to the very popular Octagonal range. Designed for the larger  

garden it features the distinctively designed lantern, introduced  

on the 8x8 model. This elegant and well proportioned building  

will enhance the appearance of any large garden, and is well  

equipped to function as a working greenhouse. It gives plenty 

of through ventilation - there are automatically operated vents 

in the lantern roof and two manually operated vents in the side 

windows. There are also two low-level glass louvre vents. 

Automatic openers are offered as an optional extra for both the 

side windows and louvres. With full staging and high level 

shelving the 8x11 gives ample growing space. 
 
 
OCTAGONAL DEPTH WIDTH 

NEW DOUBLE DOORS 
AS AN OPTIONAL EXTRA ON THIS OCTAGONAL GREENHOUSE 
 

TEN YEAR  EASY TO 
 ASSEMBLE 

ON ALL ALTON  PRE-GLAZED SECTIONS 
CEDAR FRAMES                          & FULL INSTRUCTIONS 

 

 

 

RIDGE EAVES DOOR OPENING 
Height Height Width Height  

 
8 x 11 model 8’61/2” 11’01/2” 9’41/2” 6’2” 2’21/2” 5’117/8” 

2.60m 3.36mm 2.86m 1.88m 0.67m 1.83m 
 

All dimensions are external. Heights include 13/4“/4.5cm concrete base kerbs. 

FOR EXPERT ADVICE BEFORE YOU BUY – YOU CAN PHONE SUMMER GREENHOUSES FREE 7 DAYS A WEEK 
 

Summer Greenhouses  0800 9777 828



 
Toughened Safety Glass as standard  

 

ALPINEHOUSES  
Extra light - extra ventilation  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INCLUDED AS STANDARD  

Toughened safety glass  

Concrete base kerbs  

Maximum Ventilation  

• NINE manual opening windows  

• FOUR manual mid level louvres  

• NINE manual low level louvres  

Staging on two sides and rear infill  

High level shelving on two sides  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ALTONALPINEHOUSE  
Model shown is 8’61/2” x 6’0”/2.60 x 1.83m featuring the  
specially designed features giving extra ventilation and light.  

Alton’s new Alpinehouse, which is being featured on BBC Gardener’s World, has  

been designed with almost endless ventilation possibilities. Two roof vents with  

automatic openers, nine manual high level windows, four manual middle louvre  

vents and nine manual low level louvre vents. In addition the door, which can be 

positioned to either the right or left, can be opened 180° to give maximum air 

movement and accessibility. 

 

This new greenhouse is ideal for growing plants which require extra light and 

ventilation, such as alpines. Although it was designed by professional 

ALTONALPINEHOUSE - White 
Model shown has been painted by the owner using 

a microporous white paint system 

alpine growers, the Alpinehouse is not exclusively for alpines - all 

healthy plants require good ventilation and light to prosper, so let 

your gardening creativity blossom! 
 
 

ALPINEHOUSE DEPTH WIDTH 

TEN YEAR  EASY TO 
 ASSEMBLE 

ON ALL ALTON  PRE-GLAZED SECTIONS 
CEDAR FRAMES                          & FULL INSTRUCTIONS 
 

 

RIDGE EAVES DOOR OPENING 
Height Height Width Height  

 
6 x 8 model 6’05/8” 8’61/2” 7’10” 6’2” 2’21/2” 5’117/8” 

1.84m 2.60mm 2.39m 1.88m 0.67m 1.83m 
 

All dimensions are external. Heights include 13/4“/4.5cm concrete base kerbs. 

 

FOR EXPERT ADVICE PHONE SUMMER GREENHOUSES ON 0800 9777 828



 
Toughened Safety Glass as standard  

 

OCTAGONAL ACCESSORIES 
 

NEW GLASS TO GROUND 
New glass to ground panels are available to replace  
existing cedar panels on all Octagonal greenhouses 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Any of the lower panels, except the door, can now be supplied 

with toughened safety glass rather than the cedar cladding. It is 

advisable to select this option when ordering your  

greenhouse rather than later. 

AUTOMATIC OPENERS 
Pre-fitted into all roofs and lanterns in the Octagonal 
range. But if you wish automatic window openers can be 

fitted to the side openings - just set and forget! 

WINDOWS 
Extra side windows can be added to give extra ventilation.  

Positioning of these windows vary depending on model so  

please check with the retailer before ordering. Don’t forget 

these windows can also have automatic openers fitted. 

VENTS 
For even more ventilation one or 

more cladding sections can be 

replaced with a low level vent in 

a partially clad section. Fitted 

with glass louvre vents these 

panels can replace any cedar 

section except the door. Again 

the manual openers, which come as standard, can be replaced 

with automatic openers. 

NEW DOUBLE DOORS 
Available on the Octagonal range of greenhouse. 
This new option increases the amount of easy access to your 

greenhouse, providing ample space for 

wheelchair and wheelbarrow entry and 

exit. Please select this option when 

ordering your greenhouse rather than 

later. 

OCTAGONAL SHADING 
Help protect your crop on the brightest of days by choosing the 

Octagonal greenhouse shading made from a specialist UV 

stabilized material, the green shading is one piece and 

designed to drop over the roof. 

Example of how to gain more ventilation 

Top - a manually opening window, fitted as 

standard on all octagonals 

Mid level -  an optional stage height louvre 

vent, can be a manual or automatic opening 

Low level -  an optional louvre vent opening 

built in to the cedar cladding, again manual 

or automatic opening (see opposite).  

We are extremely pleased with our Octagonal greenhouse, it was so easy to  
 construct and the instructions so easy to follow.  

MRS E.  DORSET 

Our policy is one of constant development. We therefore reserve the right to make amendments to specifications without 
notice. Photographs in this brochure are actual customer installations; the colour of the building is a result of the film used, daylight 
conditions and angles taken. Variations of colour are caused by a combination of these factors and the inherent natural colour 
differences of cedar. If you have any queries please phone Summer Greenhouses on 0800 9777 828. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Summer Greenhouses does not guarantee that this is the most recent version of this brochure or that all information 
is accurate or that it has been accurately reproduced. You are advised to refer to our website for the current 
specifications and other information. No guarantee is given regarding the accuracy of this brochure and no liability 
will be accepted for any errors or inaccuracies. 
 
SummerGreenhouses.com is a specialist greenhouse website administered by Summer Garden Buildings, a leading 
UK retailer of garden buildings. Our comprehensive range of garden and leisure buildings includes: 
 

• Summerhouses, garden rooms, log cabins and garden offices 
• Cedar and aluminium greenhouses, lean to greenhouses and mini greenhouses 
• Garden sheds, workshops, storage buildings and small store sheds 
• Children’s playhouses, play centres and outdoor play equipment 
• Gazebos, pergolas, arbours and arches 
• Cane furniture and garden furniture in hardwood, aluminium and synthetic weave 
• Double glazed PVCu conservatories in white or woodgrain PVCu 

 
For details phone us free 7 days a week on 0800 9777 828 or visit www.SummerGardenBuildings.co.uk  


